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One- and two-component~spin–orbit coupled! relativistic and nonrelativistic energy adjusted
pseudopotentials and basis sets for the elements 111 and 112 are presented. Calculations on the
positively charged monohydride of the recently discovered superheavy element 112 are reported.
Electron correlation is treated at the multireference configuration interaction and coupled cluster
level and fine structure effects are derived from a single-reference configuration interaction
treatment. Relativistic effects decrease the~112!H1 bond distance by 0.41 Å. This bond contraction
is similar to the one calculated recently for~111!H @Chem. Phys. Lett.250, 461~1996!#. As a result
the bond distance of~112!H1 ~1.52 Å! is predicted to besmallercompared to those of the hydrides
of the lighter congeners HgH1 ~1.59 Å!, CdH1 ~1.60 Å! and similar to that of ZnH1 ~1.52 Å!.
We predict that~112!H1 is the most stable hydride in the Group 12 series due to relativistic effects.
As in the case of~111!H the relativistic increase of the stretching force constant is quite large,
from 1.5 to 4.3 mdyn/Å at the coupled cluster level. The trend in the dipole polarizabilities of
the Group 12 elements is discussed. Relativistic and electron correlation effects are nonadditive
and due to the relativisticns contraction~n57 for 112!, correlation effects out of the (n21)d core
are more important at the relativistic than the nonrelativistic level. We also show evidence
that element 112 behaves like a typical transition element, and as a consequence the high oxida-
tion state14 in element 112 might be accessible. ©1997 American Institute of Physics.
@S0021-9606~97!02407-0#
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INTRODUCTION

With the recent production of elements of high nucle
charge~110, 111, and 112!1,2 the fourth set of the transition
metals is now complete. Experimental work has been car
out on elements up to nuclear chargeZ51053,4 and with the
creation of an isotope of element 106 with a half-life
around 10 s, experimental work on even heavier eleme
should be achievable.4–6 Figure 1 shows the stability of th
most stable known isotopes up toZ5112. A comparison to
earlier predicted isotope stabilities for nuclear fission a
a-decay8 shows that one can now be more optimistic9 that
isotopes of superheavy elements live long enough for che
cal studies. Furthermore, one can expect that neutron en
ment in such elements may lead to isotopes of even la
half lives ~earlier predictions of an isotope island
stability!.10 For example, the most neutron-rich isotope
element 112 known so far is277112 with a lifetime of only
0.4 ms.2 For comparison, the~calculated! a-decay half-live
of the neutron-rich element290110 is predicted to be approx
mately 400 years~see however the critical comments b
Möller and Nix!.11 The synthesis of such neutron-rich el
ments, however, will remain a formidable task, even more
for the study of their chemical properties. In the meanti

a!Author to whom correspondence should be addressed. Electronic
schwerd@ccu1.auckland.ac.nz
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relativistic quantum theoretical methods provide the o
way to predict accurately atomic or molecular properties
these superheavy elements.12–18

It is well known that as the nuclear chargeZ of an atom
increases the influence of relativity also increases leadin
relativistic changes in atomic and molecular properties wh
are often larger compared to electron correlati
contributions.19 Atomic Dirac–Fock~DF! calculations20 in-
dicate that this trend continues and therefore relativistic
fects are expected to be extremely large for superheavy
ments. Very large relativistic effects are expected for
elements 111 and 112 because of the well known ‘‘group
maximum’’ of relativistic effects.21 In this context two ques-
tions are of particular interest:~i! How large are relativistic
contributions and what effect will these have on period
trends?4,6,17,19,22~ii ! Are the available theoretical approxima
tions sufficient for treating systems with such a large num
of electrons and high nuclear charge?23

In a recent paper Eliavet al. used Fock space couple
cluster calculations to the Dirac–Breit–Coulomb Ham
tonian to derive spectroscopic properties for element 1118

Similar to 111,16 relativistic effects change the ground sta
configurations for the two ionized species~112!1 and
~112!21.18 Fricke estimated that the most stable oxidati
state of 112 would be12.13 However, in two recent paper
of Kauppet al.24 it was predicted that HgF4 is a thermody-
namically stable species in the unusual oxidation state14 of
il:
362323/10/$10.00 © 1997 American Institute of Physics
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3624 Seth, Schwerdtfeger, and Dolg: Chemistry of the superheavy elements. I
mercury. Because of the large relativistic 7s contraction in
element 112 the 6d and 7s orbitals overlap significantly
~Fig. 2! and one might expect that high oxidation states m
even be more accessible for this species. On the other h
Pitzer suggested that element 112 is expected to be m
inert than Hg,14 thus the most stable oxidation state shou
be zero.

In this paper we present one- and two-component~spin–
orbit coupled! relativistic and nonrelativistic pseudopote
tials along with corresponding optimized basis sets for
elements 111 and 112. Results using the 111 pseudopo
tials have already been published.25 We also present calcula
tions on ~112!H1 at the coupled cluster@CCSD~T!# and at
the multireference configuration interaction~MRCI! level, as

FIG. 1. Half-lives of the most stable known isotopes of superheavy
ments. Experimental values are taken from Refs. 1, 2, and 6–8.

FIG. 2. Nonrelativistic and relativistic~spin–orbit averaged! 6s, 6p, 6d,
and 7s radial one-electron densities for element 112 derived from numer
Hartree–Fock and Dirac–Fock calculations~Refs. 29 and 30!. All values are
given in a.u.
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 106
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well as Mo” ller–Plesset calculations~second and higher or
ders! on the molecules~112!H1, ~112!F2, and ~112!F4. To
our knowledge these are the first molecularab initio calcu-
lations involving the recently discovered element 112.

PSEUDOPOTENTIALS AND BASIS SETS FOR
ELEMENTS 111 AND 112

The technique developed by the Stuttgart group w
used to adjust pseudopotentials and basis sets26,27 for the
superheavy elements 111 and 112. The molecular vale
Hamiltonian used is of the form~in a.u.!26

H52
1

2 (
i

D i1(
i, j

1

r i j
1 (

l,m

QlQm

Rlm
1(

i ,l
Vl
P~r il!,

~1!

with a scalar semilocal pseudopotential for corel,

Vl
P~r il!52

Ql

r il
1(

l
Pl l(

k
Al lke

2alklr il
2

52
Ql

r il
1(

l
Vl~r il!, ~2!

i and j are electron indices,l andm are core indices,Ql is
the charge of corel ~Q111519, Q112520, and for the all-
electron casesQH51, QF59! andPl l is the projection op-
erator onto the Hilbert subspace of corel with angular sym-
metry l . As in the case for the previously publishe
pseudopotentials for the group 11 and group 12 elemen28

the ns, np, nd, and (n11)s electrons were placed in th
valence space. The necessity to include the [6s6p] space in
the valence space can be seen from Fig. 2. Both the 6s and
6p orbitals overlap considerably with the 6d and 7s orbitals
~even more so in the nonrelativistic case!. The parameters
Al lk andal lk are adjusted to the important valence spectr
of the corresponding atom by a least-squares fit proced
leading to energy-consistent pseudopotentials. The ato
data were derived from numerical nonrelativistic Hartre
Fock ~HF! and relativistic Dirac–Fock~DF! calculations us-
ing the program packagesMCHF andGRASP.29,30 In the rela-
tivistic case the Breit-interaction31 is included by
perturbation theory29 and a two-parameter Fermi charge d
tribution with a nuclear extension ofR057.318310215 m for
element 111~R057.336310215 m for element 112!, and a
thickness of t55.234310216 m for both elements was
used.29,32 The nuclear masses of element 111 and 112 w
taken to beA5272 and 275 amu, respectively. Test calcu
tions yield quantum electrodynamic~QED! contributions
such as the self-energy or the vacuum polarization29 to the
valence spectrum which are small compared to the erro
the adjustment procedure and therefore, such effects w
neglected. The total electronic energies calculated with p
gramGRASPconverged poorly as a function of the grid fin
ness. In order to obtain the required accuracy~531025 a.u.!
a very fine grid for the orbitals was necessary. The first g
point was placed at a distance ofr59.93931029 a.u. from
the nucleus and the step size was chosen to be 8.84431024

a.u. for element 111 and 8.88431024 a.u. for element 112.

-

al
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Downloaded¬25¬A
TABLE I. Pseudopotential parameters for elements 111 and 112~in a.u.!

l

Nonrelativistic Relativistic Spin–orbit

Al al Al al DBl Dbl

Element 111
0 451.795 244 42 12.947 764 02 537.041 829 87 11.008 886 41

257.402 465 70 6.218 668 85 20.023 468 54 4.000 856 35
1 253.694 722 23 11.022 810 60 376.917 568 08 7.973 083 03 2.486 334 5 0.28

239.509 999 16 5.871 204 18 0.004 227 59 1.998 078 6320.189 445 5 0.05
2 65.390 961 76 8.102 724 69 180.067 353 25 4.685 001 06 6.071 790 5 1.35

107.901 003 50 4.146 603 54 20.362 169 81 0.701 388 1522.566 324 1 0.95
3 31.233 588 63 2.038 704 70 43.133 176 99 2.537 680 38 0.064 571 78 0.377 6

0.065 587 57 0.240 827 55
4 290.898 347 57 6.573 789 23261.532 353 50 5.182 229 61
Element 112
0 465.855 483 14 13.603 719 22 527.808 211 80 11.112 381 08

265.692 589 40 6.342 393 67 20.063 644 04 4.000 503 25
1 158.434 184 30 8.563 930 00 354.333 016 60 7.972 336 54 2.842 539 68 0.28

203.543 457 34 5.859 685 10 0.046 106 72 1.999 298 7020.332 288 37 0.05
2 96.964 740 37 9.072 763 29 172.746 131 61 4.757 172 01 6.320 642 86 1.35

194.373 985 54 4.995 969 61 20.244 187 71 0.596 252 5222.748 995 04 0.95
3 34.347 727 62 2.327 649 08 47.603 531 69 2.710 915 09 0.404 260 92 1.558 7

0.696 387 60 1.809 039 23
4 297.967 176 42 7.076 283 23266.221 375 40 5.577 097 01
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To cover a sufficient range ofr -values 30,000 points wer
necessary. The atomic states used to determine the pse
potential parameters for elements 111 and 112 are liste
an auxiliary table deposited as supplementary materia33

Note that we used onlyLS- or J-averaged states since w
believe that this is sufficient for the adjustment of t
pseudopotential. Moreover, it was necessary to use diffe
sets of states for the nonrelativistic compared to the rela
istic case because of the very different nature of the ato
spectra and because of convergence difficulties in som
the numerical calculations~especially for the calculation
which include high angular momentum functions!. As can be
seen by comparison between the numerical all-electron
pseudopotential results, the error in the adjustment proce
is generally less than 0.1 eV.33 The largest error for elemen
111 ~element 112! is 56 meV ~112 meV! in the relativistic
case and 36 meV~166 meV! in the nonrelativistic case. Th
parameters for both the relativistic and the nonrelativis
pseudopotentials for elements 111 and 112 are tabulate
Table I.

For the spin–orbit coupled~SO! case we modified the
pseudopotential to a two-component form34 by adding a
spin–orbit coupled operator to the potential shown in Eq.~2!.
Here, we adopt the definition of Pitzer and Winter35

Vl
SO~r il!5(

l
Pllll i–sl iPl l

2DVll
SO~r il!

2l11
, ~3!

where thel i–si is the scalar product between orbital angu
momentuml i and spin vectorsi operators of the electroni .
The functional form of the operator representing the diff
ence between thel11/2 and l21/2 and parts of the two
component SO operator is similar to that of the on
component pseudopotential
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 106
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The parametersDBl lk andDbl lk were adjusted to the fine
structure splittings of three or four selected states, e.g., to
configurationsd9, d9s2, andd9s1 for the d projector of ele-
ment 111. The inclusion of the Breit interaction was found
be important when SO splitting was considered. For
stance, the DF splitting between the 6d5/2 and 6d3/2 levels of
element 111 in the 6d97s2 configuration is 2.366 eV, while
the DF1Breit splitting is 2.296 eV, a difference o
DBreit50.07 eV. From previous accurate coupled cluster c
culations at the DF1Breit level for element 111~2.687 eV
for DF1Breit1correlation!16 we conclude that the Breit con
tribution is small compared to electron correlation effec
TheDBl lk andDbl lk parameters are also listed in Table

The corresponding valence basis sets consisting ofs, p,
andd functions were optimized for each pseudopotential
minimizing the total pseudopotential HF energy of the ato
In addition, a set of fourf -functions was added to each bas
set, the exponents were optimised by minimizing the ene
at the second-order Mo” ller–Plesset~MP2! level. The final
basis sets obtained were [10s8p8d4 f /9s7p7d4 f ] at the
relativistic and [11s9p8d4 f /10s8p7d4 f ] at the nonrelativ-
istic level for element 111, [11s8p8d4 f /10s7p7d4 f ] at the
relativistic and [11s8p8d4 f /10s8p7d4 f ] at the nonrelativ-
istic level for element 112. The contraction coefficients a
exponents for these basis sets are listed in Table II.

For later discussions on relativistic effects in molecu
properties of superheavy element 112 it is useful to comp
the ^r & expectation values for the outermost orbitals of t
atom. Both the 6s and 7s orbitals contract due to relativistic
effects, i.e., for the 6s orbital we calculatêr &NR51.177 a.u.
, No. 9, 1 March 1997
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3626 Seth, Schwerdtfeger, and Dolg: Chemistry of the superheavy elements. I
and^r &R50.942 a.u., and for the 7s orbital ^r &NR53.644 a.u.
and ^r &R52.499 a.u. The^r &-expectation values roughl
agree with the maxima of the one-particle densities show
Fig. 2. We note that the relativistic orbital contraction
much larger for the 7s orbital compared to the 6s orbital.
Moreover, relativistic effects are much smaller for thes
orbital of element 112 compared to its lighter congener
~^r &NR52.677 a.u. and^r &R52.297 a.u.!. Hence, shell-
structure and shell-screening effects must play an impor
role in this mechanism which deserves further investigat
~we note that the so-called ‘‘Group 11 maximum’’ of rel
tivistic effects is shifted to Group 12 for the series of sup

TABLE II. Exponentsg1 ~and contraction coefficientsci! for the relativistic
and nonrelativistic basis sets for elements 111 and 112.a

Element 111~nonrelativistic!
s ~9.965 019 5, 0.075 912 6; 6.133 391 5, 0.449 878 46!;

4.187 012 5; 2.333 570 1; 0.875 441 01;
0.401 894 75; 0.103 786 63; 0.051 165 153; 0.022 949 289
0.009 201 219 9; 0.003 511 587 2

p ~11.955 873, 20.044 256 3; 7.191 126 3, 0.284 646 7!;
4.077 150 2; 1.961 283 3; 0.885 419 39;
0.358 027 39; 0.133 203 31; 0.049 886 75; 0.018 482 689

d ~5.779 788 6, 20.081 202 1; 4.329 974 4, 0.181 799 3!;
1.130 699 1; 0.488 013 77; 0.200 162 71;
0.078 432 805; 0.023 588 582; 0.008 467 494 6

f 2.4; 1.8; 0.89; 0.34
Element 111~relativistic!
s ~13.863 788, 20.658 877 3; 10.695 246, 1.681 035 9!;

6.671 440 9; 3.513 053 3; 1.326 412 2;
0.609 427 32; 0.233 186 74; 0.095 408 035; 0.040 204 844
0.016 424 107

p ~13.616 167, 20.102 995 8; 10.342 511, 0.271 816 0!;
4.995 759 9; 1.746 972 1; 0.887 698 05;
0.361 952 75; 0.098 017 410; 0.02 986 562 8

d ~5.507 767 8, 20.114 582 1; 4.267 118 9, 0.222 229 7!;
1.110 024 4; 0.483 514 18; 0.197 782 53;
0.078 269 580; 0.022 367 799; 0.008 139 746 5

f 2.32; 2.05; 0.86; 0.32
Element 112~nonrelativistic!
s ~9.385 170 2, 20.495 301 6; 6.654 049 8, 1.737 046 8!;

4.350 617 3; 2.826 824 9; 0.904 225 94;
0.420 610 66; 0.121 511 96; 0.054 285 303; 0.022 795 404
0.011 958 168; 0.005 928 612 2

p 12.001 491; 7.816 632 1; 4.048 494 8; 1.838 850 8;
0.870 292 9; 0.362 456 0; 0.093 759 979;
0.030 269 339

d ~6.627 047 2, 20.072 940 5; 4.407 735 1, 0.196 961 0!;
1.147 334 6; 0.478 958 22; 0.191 832 87;
0.067 219 107; 0.021 571 334; 0.008 082 779 0

f 2.35; 1.90; 0.85; 0.34
Element 112~relativistic!
s ~13.805 504, 20.869 672 1; 10.958 397, 2.099 992 0!;

7.228 568 7; 3.935 539 1; 1.425 504 3;
0.672 001 28; 0.254 099 28; 0.104 860 53; 0.044 718 809
0.019 150 374; 0.008 975 965

p ~13.711 703, 20.128 630 4; 10.834 353, 0.297 019 7!;
5.184 309 8; 1.699 253 6; 0.869 621 26;
0.360 877 44; 0.110 835 20; 0.034 911 246

d ~5.887 610 4, 20.096 648 8; 4.423 692 8, 0.203 531 9!;
1.150 908 8; 0.494 058 35; 0.199 686 75;
0.078 157 951; 0.022 689 214; 0.008 241 742 7

f 2.6; 2.1; 0.88; 0.35

aContraction coefficientsci are given in italics in parentheses and a
grouped together with the corresponding exponents.
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 106
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heavy elements due to a change in configuration!. We also
note that because of the very large relativistic contraction
the 7s orbital ~Fig. 2! the valence-s ^r &-expectation values o
both elements 112 and Hg are similar which leads to
conclusion that the atoms of both elements are of sim
size. As noted before, the relativistic valence-orbital contr
tion is due to the direct action of the relativistic perturbati
operator upon the inner tail of the orbital rather than due
orthogonality effects.19,36 The 6p1/2 and 6p3/2 orbitals of el-
ement 112 contract relativistically~^r &NR51.277 a.u.,
^r &R51.007 a.u. for 6p1/2, ^r &R51.244 a.u. for 6p3/2!, thus
become more corelike compared to the nonrelativistic c
~Fig. 2!. The relativistic expansion of the 5f -orbitals is small
~^r &NR50.679 a.u.,̂ r &R50.703 a.u. for 5f 5/2, ^r &R50.719
a.u. for 5f 7/2! and they do not overlap significantly the 6d
orbitals, thus justifying our definition for the core–valen
separation. The 6d orbitals expand relativistically
~^r &NR51.637 a.u.,̂ r &R51.643 a.u. for 6d3/2, ^r &R51.795
a.u. for 6d5/2!. Because of the large relativistic 7s contrac-
tion and the relativistic 6d expansion the ground-state co
figurations for the positively charged species~112!1 and
~112!21 is 6d97s2 and 6d87s2, respectively,~cf. the coupled
cluster calculations of Eliavet al.!,18 as this is the case fo
element 111.16 This is evident from Scheme 1 which com
pares the nonrelativistic and relativistic orbital energies
element 112. As a result, we expect large 6d involvement in
chemical bonding for both superheavy elements.25 It is there-
fore of particular interest whether compounds in higher o
dation states like14 for 112, or15 and17 for 111 are
thermodynamically stable or not. Scheme 1 also nicely de
onstrates the near degeneracy between aJ-averaged 6d and
the 7s orbital levels.

Calculations on~112!H1 were carried out using the
pseudopotentials and basis sets described in the previous
tion. For H a [10s3p1d/8s3p1d] basis of Huzinaga was
used.37 Potential energy curves were calculated at the H
MP2, CCSD~T!, CASSCF, and MRCI levels of theory.38 Po-
larizabilities for all group 12 elements39 and for ~112!H1

were obtained by applying a finite electric field of60.001
and 60.002 a.u.@along the intermolecular axis~ai! in the
case of~112!H1#. Spin–orbit corrections,DESO, at the mo-
lecular level were derived from single-reference spin–or
configuration-interaction~CI! calculations using the code o

SCHEME 1. Nonrelativistic~NR! and relativistic~R! orbital energies~in
a.u.! derived from numerical HF and DF calculations.
, No. 9, 1 March 1997
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3627Seth, Schwerdtfeger, and Dolg: Chemistry of the superheavy elements. I
Pitzer40,41and were subsequently added to the scalar rela
istic CCSD~T! results. One difficulty which arose was that
theJ-averaged DF level the two configurations 6d107s1 ~2S!
and 6d97s2 ~2D! states of~112!1 are nearly degenerate
The 2S1/2→2D5/2 excitation energy is as much as 1.60 e
at the relativistic coupled cluster level.18 However, we
have the following sequence in energy for~112!1

E(2D5/2)50 eV,E(2S1/2)51.60 eV,E(2D3/2)53.14 eV18

and a~J53/2)/(J55/2! average over the two2D states gives
1.88 eV and thus onlyDE50.28 eV above the2S state; and
even less at the~uncorrelated! DF level ~DE50.01 eV!.
Therefore, single reference methods with a small CI exp
sion will not be suitable for calculating potential curves
molecules containing element 112, at least at longer b
distances. Hence, the potential energy curve of~112!H1 was
also investigated using a multireference CI proced
~MRCI! as implemented in theCOLUMBUS suite of
programs.40 The reference space for the MRCI procedu
was a CASSCF consisting of six electrons and six orbit
The active electrons were those occupying the three ener
cally highests orbitals and the remaining active space w
chosen as the three lowest virtuals orbitals. The CI space
included all single and double substitutions allowing exci
tions out of the 6d and 7s shells~the 6s and 6p shells were
kept frozen because of computer time restrictions!. The
spin–orbit contribution at the molecular level is rather sm
i.e., 0.20 eV atr51.51 Å. The effect of spin–orbit coupling
on the isolated~112!1 ion for calculating the dissociation
energies was estimated from the ionization potential of n
tral 112 at the DF level @IP5E(112;1S0) –E(112

1;
2D5/2)510.489 eV#42 or the Fock-space coupled cluster lev
published earlier by Eliavet al. ~IP511.970 eV!.18 The
J-averaged dissociation energies were obtained in a sim
way, i.e., the dissociation limit of neutral 112 was chos
and finally corrected by ourJ-averaged DF ionization poten
tials or by the coupled-cluster ionization potentials of Eli
et al.18

Calculations on~112!F2 and ~112!F4 were carried out
using a smaller basis set for element 112. For the HF
MP2 geometry optimizations we used a basis (10s7p6d)/
[9s6p5d] relativistic and (10s7p7d)/[9s7p6d] nonrelativ-
istic basis set for 112 and a generally contracted correla
consistent [5s4p2d] basis set for fluorine.43 The single-
point coupled cluster calculations were carried out at the
timized MP2 geometries using a smaller basis set but
tended by af function for element 11244 ~exponent 0.88 for
the relativistic and 0.85 for the nonrelativistic case resp
tively!, i.e., a (9s6p6d1 f )/[7s4p5d1 f ] relativistic and
(10s6p6d1 f )/[8s4p5d1 f ] nonrelativistic basis set for 112
and a generally contracted correlation consistent [4s3p1d]
basis set for fluorine.43 The importance of thef -function can
be demonstrated by calculating, for example,
~112!F2→1121F2 reaction energy at the relativistic MP
level, which is reduced by 35 kJ/mol upon inclusion of t
f -function. The calculations on nonrelativistic~112!F4 turned
out to be rather difficult because a virtual orbital ofb1g sym-
metry is low lying ~20.20 a.u., compare to10.002 a.u. at
the relativistic HF bond distance!. Hence, a multireference
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 106
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treatment for electron correlation is necessary to obtain
curate results for the nonrelativistic case~switching some of
the highest occupied orbitals with theb1g LUMO yields
quite different HF total energies but very similar MP2 ene
gies!. Moreover, a geometry optimization at the singl
reference MP2 level for nonrelativistic~112!F4 leads to bond
distances larger than 5 Å thus suggesting that at this lev
~112!F4 is not stable. Therefore, we did not investigate t
~112!F4 molecule at the nonrelativistic level in detail. W
verified that the geometries optimized correspond to mini
by performing frequency analyses at the nonrelativistic a
relativistic HF level.

MOLECULAR CALCULATIONS

The calculated properties of~112!H1 are summarized in
Table III. Since~112!H1 is isoelectronic with~111!H simi-
larities in their molecular properties are expected. Sca
relativistic effects are very large for both molecules~cf.
Table IV and Ref. 25!. The relativistic bond-length contrac
tion is about 0.4 Å and the force constant of~112!H1 in-
creases nearly threefold when relativity is included. This
evident from the very large relativistic 7s contraction~Fig.
2! as discussed in the previous section. Figure 3 show
comparison between the different bond lengths along
positively charged Group 12 element hydrides. Larger ba
sets might even lead to a smaller bond distance than
coupled cluster value shown in Table IV. Hence, the res
suggest that it is very likely thatr e~112!H

1'r e~ZnH
1!—the

heaviest element in the Group 12 series of metals ha
metal—hydrogen bond distance which is as small as
one for the lightest element! Other relativistic effec
are large as well and a comparison with properties of

FIG. 3. Comparison of the bond distances for the Group 12 series of
drides. The data taken for ZnH1, CdH1, and HgH1 are from Ref. 46. For
~112!H1 the CCSD~T! spin–orbit corrected bond distance is chosen.
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TABLE III. MP2 Mulliken orbital populationsns, np, and (n21)d, and gross metal chargesq for the
compounds of element 112.a

Molecule 112(n7s) 112(n7ps
) 112(n7pp

) 112(n6ds
) 112(n6dp

) 112(n6dd
) 112(q)

~112!H1 NR 0.93 0.14 0.01 1.95 3.95 3.95 0.94
R 1.67 0.01 0.05 1.57 3.87 3.93 0.74

~112!F2 NR 0.30 0.11 0.08 1.96 4.06 4.00 1.49
R 1.43 0.07 0.12 1.25 4.02 3.99 1.12

HgF2 NR 0.62 0.24 0.11 1.99 4.07 3.97 0.92
R 1.02 0.24 0.13 1.89 4.06 3.97 0.65

~112!F4
b R 0.92 0.36 8.71 2.01

aFor comparison results from MP2 calculations of HgF2 are also shown~Ref. 45!.
bFor ~112!F4 (D4h) we only give the totalp andd contributions.
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other Group 12 element containing molecules is interest
Considering the frequencies we note thatve~ZnH

1!51916
cm21.ve~CdH

1!51773 cm21, but ve~CdH
1!,ve~HgH

1!
52028 cm21!ve~112H

1!52673 cm21.45 For both HgH1

and ~112!H1 this is due to large relativistic effects in th
metal–hydrogen force constants. The dissociation ener
show similar anomalies, i.e., De~ZnH

1!52.5,
De~CdH

1!52.1, De~HgH
1!53.0 eV, De~112H

1!.4.0 eV
@we assume that larger basis sets and a more sophisticat
procedure will increase our best coupled cluster result
De~112H

1!#. We also note that spin–orbit effects are mo
important for the dissociation energy~due to the atomic cor-
rection!, but less important for the other molecular propert
shown in Table IV. This effect of spin–orbit quenching
well known.19 Relativistic ~112!H1 is a much less polariz
able molecule than its nonrelativistic counterp
~DRai523.4 a.u.!, a consequence of the smaller size of re
tivistic 112. This can be understood from the atomic pol
izabilities which are listed in Table V and discussed se
rately below. As in~111!H, the effect of electron correlation
on molecular properties are usually small compared to r
tivistic effects. We note that~112!H1 is the most stable hy
dride in the Group 12 series of hydrides MH1, hence at leas
for this compounds there is no evidence that element 11
more inert than its lighter congeners compared with the fr
atom reference state.
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 106
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The results of our HF and MP2 calculations for the m
ecules~112!F2 ~linear arrangement! and~112!F4 ~square pla-
nar arrangement! are shown in Table VI. As mentione
above, the nonrelativistic orbitals of~112!F4 contain one
very low lying virtual orbital of b1g symmetry belonging
mainly to fluorine atomicp-orbitals thus making a single
reference treatment impossible. This indicates that the a
tion of two electrons might be preferred to form~112!F4

22 ,
i.e., the nonrelativistic level element 112 adopts the oxi
tion state12 instead of14. At the relativistic level, how-
ever, ~112!F4 is stable towards decomposition into~112!F2
and F2 by 46 kJ/mol at the CCSD level~zero-point vibra-
tional energy corrections can be neglected compared to e
in the approximation used!. Hence we conclude that the po
sible stability of oxidation state14 for element 112 is a
relativistic effect thus similar to the findings of Kaupp an
von Schnering for mercury.24

Relativistic effects are very dominant in the decompo
tion reaction of element 112 in the oxidation state12, i.e.,
~112!F2→1121F2 is not favored thermodynamically at bot
the relativistic and nonrelativistic level of theory, but th
oxidation state12 is clearly destabilized by relativistic ef
fects @by about;300 kJ/mol at the CCSD~T! level#. This is
in accordance with the prediction of Fricke13 and Pitzer14

that element 112 is expected to be more inert compare
the compounds of its congeners.
-
tic,
n-
TABLE IV. Molecular properties of~112!H1 at various levels of theory.a

Method r e ke De ai ve vexe

NRHF 1.945 1.63 0.684 35.69 1663 19
NRMP2 1.883 1.68 1.319 42.69 1676 22

NRCCSD~T! 1.929 1.46 1.633 46.19 1509 30
RHF 1.522 4.30 3.660 24.07 2687 46
RMP2 1.507 4.30 ••• 22.53 2686 52
RCAS 1.532 5.48 3.954 ••• 2605 •••
RMRCI 1.506 5.80 4.916 ••• 2484 •••

RCCSD~T! 1.515 4.16 5.154 22.82 2640 51
RMRCI1SO 1.503 5.85 3.856 ••• 2620 •••

RCCSD~T!1SO 1.517 4.27 4.094 ••• 2673 52

aBond distancesr e in Å, force constantske in mdyn/Å, dissociation energiesDe in eV ~not corrected for
zero-point vibrational energy!, parallel dipole polarizabilitiesai in atomic units, harmonic vibrational fre
quency, and anharmonicity in cm21. Abbreviations used: NR nonrelativistic, R spin–orbit averaged relativis
SO spin–orbit coupled, HF Hartree–Fock, CCSD~T! coupled-cluster singles and doubles treating triple co
tributions perturbatively, MRCI multireference configuration interaction.
, No. 9, 1 March 1997
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TABLE V. Atomic nonrelativistic and relativistic dipole polarizabilitiesaD of the Group 12 elements.a

Method

Zn Cd Hg 112

NR R NR R NR R NR R

HF 53.36 50.19 75.07 63.37 81.25 44.78 107.85 29.1
MP2 37.57 35.01 46.56 38.52 46.21 28.33 56.21 23.5
MP3 41.35 38.87 54.66 45.86 56.89 33.74 73.07 25.6

MP4SDQ 39.01 36.46 56.27 47.10 60.40 34.42 76.81 25.
CCSD 41.83 39.27 57.34 48.09 60.29 35.26 78.27 25.8

CCSD~T! 40.55 38.01 55.15 46.25 57.83 34.42 74.66 25.8
VOCISDb 48.45 45.81 67.46 58.04 73.38 42.30 95.59 28.3

f c 0.62 0.56 0.62 0.04 0.44 0.31 0.59 0.36
exptd 49.6561.65 33.9160.34

aAll values are in a.u.
bns2 valence electron correlation only~CISD!.
cf is defined as the ratio between the valence electron correlation and the electron correlation resulting f
core-part, i.e.,f5@aD~HF!2aD~VOCISD!#/@aD~VOCISD!2aD~CCSD~T!!#.
dExperimental values from Ref. 47.
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In contrast to typical mercury compounds,45 element 112
shows significantd-contributions, Table III. A comparison
between the relativistic and nonrelativistic orbital popu
tions shows that this is due to relativistic effects, i.e., co
pare to the results given for HgF2 in Table III. Mulliken’s
definition of the electronegativity suggests that element
should be more electronegative compared to its lighter c
geners because of the relativistic increase of the ioniza
potential ~the electron affinity, if nonzero, would be negl
gible compared to the large ionization potential!, i.e., we
have for first ionization potentials~in eV! 9.391 for Zn,
8.991 for Cd, 10.430 for Hg, and 11.970 for element 1
~Fig. 4!. This is indeed the case for HgH1, i.e., the gross
atomic charge for 112 decreases because of relativistic
fects. This is mainly due to the large increase in the 7s-
population. We note, however, that this effect is balanced
the 6ds participation in the metal–hydrogen bond. A com
parison between~112!F2 and HgF2 shows that the differen
nature of the valences-orbitals, i.e., due to relativistic effect
the 7s population increases by 1.1 in the case of element
compared to a relativistic increase of 0.4 in the case of H24
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 106
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ATOMIC DIPOLE POLARIZABILITIES

Dipole polarizabilities play an important role in the di
cussion of van der Waals interaction. For example, the
sociation energy of Cd2 is 0.08 eV

46 and larger compared to
that of Hg2 with 0.04 eV.48 This is in accordance with the
calculated dipole polarizabilities listed in Table V, i.e
aD~Cd!546 a.u..aD~Hg!534 a.u., and may be interprete
in terms of the London or Slater–Kirkwood formula.44 The
relativistic effects in the Group 12 element dipole polar
abilities Zn, Cd, and Hg have been discussed before by D
clauxet al.49 or Sin Fai Lam.50 It may be tempting to explain
the major part of the difference in stability between Cd2 and
Hg2 in terms of large relativistic effects in the dipole pola
izability of Hg @DRaD5aD~R!2aD~NR!5223.4 a.u. at the
CCSD~T! level#, however, in a recent coupled cluster stu
of Hg2 is was found that relativistic effects in the Hg2 disso-
ciation energy are small.44 Nevertheless, relativistic effect
in the dipole polarizability of element 112 are very larg
@DRaD5248.8 a.u. at the CCSD~T! level#, thus predicting an
increased inertness of element 112 again in accordance
TABLE VI. Molecular properties of~112!F2 and ~112!F4 at various levels of theory.
a

Method

r e @~112!F2# r e @~112!F4# DU0~1! DU0~2!

NR R NR R NR R NR R

HF 2.209 1.908 2.058 1.900 2380.3 10.9 548.5 215.5
MP2 2.218 1.929 ••• 1.937 ••• 139.6 593.8 305.4
MP2b ••• ••• ••• ••• ••• 73.9 507.3 212.9
MP3b ••• ••• ••• ••• ••• 43.1 495.0 205.4

MP4SDQb ••• ••• ••• ••• ••• 53.7 498.0 206.6
CCSDb ••• ••• ••• ••• ••• 45.8 495.9 202.9

CCSD~T!b ••• ••• ••• ••• ••• 59.7 489.1 206.2
Hg/QCISD~T!c 2.036 1.924 1.960 1.884 285.6 18.7 ••• 362.7

aBond distances in Å, and dissociation energiesDU0~1! and DU0~2! for the reactions MF4→MF21F2 and
MF2→M1F2 in kJ/mol, respectively.
bCarried out with the smaller basis set at the optimized MP2 bond distance.
cThe results for M5Hg at the scalar relativistic pseudopotential level are taken from Kauppet al. ~Ref. 24!.
, No. 9, 1 March 1997
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3630 Seth, Schwerdtfeger, and Dolg: Chemistry of the superheavy elements. I
Fricke13 and Pitzer.14 It may therefore be interesting if th
dimer ~112!2 is predicted to be less stable compared to H2.

Figure 4 shows a comparison between the nonrelativi
and relativistic coupled cluster ionization potentials and
pole polarizabilities of all Group 12 elements. The increas
importance of relativistic effects for the heavier elements
evident. A comparison with the only available experimen
value for the dipole polarizabilities of Cd and Hg47 shows
that the CCSD~T! results are in good agreement~for the di-
pole polarizability of Cd there is a rather large experimen
error bar!. This gives confidence in the predicted dipole p
larizability for Zn ~38 a.u.!. Note that previous predictions b
other authors using Hartree–Fock, density-functional or e
pirical relations differ substantially from each other49–53and
the recommended values by Miller and Bederson52 should be
corrected. We may, however, compare to the HF results
Desclauxet al. ~NR: 53.4 for Zn, 75 for Cd, and 80 for Hg
R: 50.3 for Zn, 62.0 for Cd, and 43.0 for Hg; all values are
a.u.!49 which are in excellent agreement with our pseudo
tential HF results. The small deviations are due to basis
limitations and to the fact that we used spin–orbit avera
pseudopotentials. Very recently, Kello¨ and Sadlej published
nonrelativistic and relativistic all-electron dipole polarizab
ities for Zn, Cd, and Hg at the CCSD~T! level including
relativistic effects through a mass-velocity operator.53 Their
CCSD~T! predictions are in excellent agreement with o
results~NR: 52.52 for Zn, 55.36 for Cd, and 56.91 for Hg; R
37.61 for Zn, 46.80 for Cd, and 31.24 for Hg; all values a
in a.u.!.53 This close agreement demonstrates that accura
adjusted small-core pseudopotentials yield reliable prope
comparable to all-electron results.

The evident correlation between ionization potentials
~aD;IP22! and dipole polarizabilitiesaD has been discusse
in an earlier paper by one of us using the oscillator stren
formula. Fricke also noted a direct correlation between th
two properties.54 Nevertheless, both relations predict th
when the ionization potential increases the dipole pola

FIG. 4. Comparison of the nonrelativistic and relativistic ionization pot
tials ~IP! ~A! and dipole polarizabilitiesaD ~B! for the Group 12 series of
elements. The experimental data for Cd and Hg is taken from Ref. 47.
nonrelativistic and relativistic coupled cluster results used for the ioniza
potentials are from Refs. 18 and 45.
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 106
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ability should decrease and vice versa. This is indeed
case as can be seen from Fig. 4. Moreover, the rela
aD;IP22 explains nicely the large relativistic effects inaD

which is expected to behave quadratically compared to
ionization potential.55

The different relativistic and electron correlation cont
butions are shown in Fig. 5. The analysis used is similar
the one previously published.55 We use the following defini-
tion:

aD~RCI!2aD~NRHF!5DR~NRHF!1DC~RHF!

5DC~NRHF!1DR~NRCI!. ~5!

Equation~5! describes the nonadditivity of relativistic an
correlation effects, i.e., relativistic effects will be different
they are added first at the nonrelativistic HF level@second
part in Eq.~5!# or later at the correlated stage@third part of
Eq. ~5!#. Similarly, correlation effects will differ if they are
added at the relativistic HF level or earlier at the nonrelat
istic HF level. The differences are due to cross-terms i
double-perturbation theory including relativistic and electr
correlation terms~see also the discussion in Ref. 53!. Figure
5 shows that relativistic effects are significantly larger at
HF level compared to the coupled cluster level. In fact,
statement that relativistic effects are much larger compa
to correlation effects for element 112 is only valid for th
second part of Eq.~5! @DR~NRHF!@DC~RHF!# since
DC~NRHF!'DR~NRCI!, see Fig. 5. Concerning correlatio
effects we note that MP2 may not be a very accurate met
for the calculation of dipole polarizabilities~Table V! and at
least Mo” ller–Plesset at third order should be applied. A
other factor is the importance of core-valence correlat
@mainly coming from the energetically lower (n21)d core#,
which can be estimated by comparison with CISD calcu
tions allowing electron correlation from the ns2 valence
space only~in this case equivalent to full CI for the two
valence electrons!. The data are listed as valence-only CIS
calculations in Table V. The factorf in Table V is the ratio
between the valence correlation and the~approximated! core-

-

e
n

FIG. 5. Comparison between relativistic and electron correlation contr
tions for the dipole polarizabilitiesaD for the Group 12 series of elements
See Eq.~5! for the definitions of the individual contributions to the dipo
polarizability.
, No. 9, 1 March 1997
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valence contribution. As expected, relativistic effects sign
cantly increase the amount of core-valence correlation r
tive to valence-only correlation. A similar analysis has be
given recently by Kello¨ and Sadlej for Zn, Cd, and Hg.53We
also note that even at the nonrelativistic level core-vale
correlation is important for all Group 12 elements.

SUMMARY

Nonrelativistic and relativistic one- and two-compone
energy-adjusted pseudopotentials for elements 111 and
have been derived. Medium sized valence basis sets for t
pseudopotentials have been presented. Calculations
~112!H1 at a relatively high level of electron correlatio
were carried out. The results obtained demonstrate the l
size of relativistic effects in the chemistry of element 1
similar to the ones calculated for~111!H.25 We predict that
the oxidation state14 for 112 is accessible and that 11
behaves like a transition element with large metal(d) in-
volvement in the bonding. In this context it will be interes
ing if the chloride~112!Cl4 is stable since we expect that th
compound is rather volatile and may be prepared along
same routes compared to~104!Cl4.

4,56 We also like to men-
tion that if we consider the 6s2-electrons as ‘‘inert’’~112!Cl4
is isoelectronic to PtCl4, a well-known compound.57

Note added in proof.With the recent upgrade of ou
supercomputer we were able to perform relativistic coupl
cluster calculations applying larger basis sets for~112!F2 and
~112!F4. The basis sets used are (10s7p6d2 f )/
[9s6p5d2 f ] for element 112 and a generally contract
correlation consistent [5s4p2d] basis set for fluorine.43 The
optimized~112!-F bond distances at the relativistic CCSD~T!
level were~SO-corrected values are set in parentheses! 1.912
Å ~1.892 Å! for ~112!F2 and 1.915 Å~1.899 Å! for ~112!F4.
The calculatedDU0 value for the~112!F4→~112!F21F2 de-
composition is 95.0 kJ/mol~129.5 kJ/mol including SO cou
pling!, and 250.1 kJ/mol for the~112!F2→1121F2 decompo-
sition at the CCSD~T! level of theory. These results strong
suggest that element 112 is stable in the high oxidation s
14.
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